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Welcome to this first part series on Mills. As I mentioned in the previous article about Lathes, well 

this article too is intended to enhance your ship building hobby. This article is not a study or a 

course on machining. However, I do want to convey the best I can to get you started on machining 

your first parts and I emphasize this machining article for hobby purposes. I really intended to write 

this for those just starting out. 

You can use your Mill for about any hobby that requires such work, and most all shipbuilding will be 

made from wood and or possibly some plastic parts too. Now we can discuss the Mill for ship 

models only. So, lets get started !!!  

I will mention this again like I did in the previous article. Please read this first as it is vital to 

understand the equipment that you are working with. There are mentions of safety items that you 

need to be aware of.  Just in case, I wish to repeat some of them here because it is very important 

to always be aware with little or no distractions if you can. 

Please, no jewelry, long sleaves, or for the ladies, any length of hair to get caught into the rotating 

parts.  This could prove to be very dangerous. When you are working with the Mill, I want to 

encourage you to keep the surrounding work area free of any clutter that something could get 

caught up into the working lathe. After most operations are done, please take time to removing or 

vacuuming the immediate cutting area of debris. It is easy for debris to get caught up into the 

spinning chuck and sling metal or wood shavings into your face or eyes. Please just use common 

sense as you only have two eyes. Being in a hurry is also a recipe for something unpleasant.   

When you take a break and walk away for a while, I always make sure the headstock motor is set 

to off. On my Mill, the motor RPM (speed) has a knob that I can adjust the speed to “0” RPM and 

has a switch that turns the power off.  

If you get distracted, when you step back up to your Mill, just take a few seconds to refresh what 

you were doing and especially if you were in the middle of making any adjustments.  

So, the main difference between the Mill and a Lathe is that on a Lathe, the parts turns while the 

tool is stationary. A Mill on the other hand, the part stays stationary (except for x-y-z movements), 

and the tool is moving. I know, it is obvious, but in reality, it make a difference when you are 

creating a part. Do you want the part to spin in a Lathe or do you want the part to be stationary 

while the tool cuts. Its all in the planning and having these two machines at your side. 

Before we get started, I want to say that a Mill can be a little intimidating to learn and yes, it can be 

a little more complicated than a Lathe, but it is more versatile.  

 

 



A Mill is similar to a Drill Press, but there are major differences.  For one important feature is that 

the headstock is usually designed to withstand horizontal forces in the x and y directions. While a 

Drill Press might can accomplish this task, that you might not have the precision offered by a good 

Mill. A Mill also allows for very precise movements in the high thousands both in the x, y and z axis. 

Coupling that with a Digital Readout (DRO), then you have a machine that can almost accomplish 

within reason what you want and that is a great asset to scratch building your own parts. 

Some of the things that come to mind that you can do with a Mill are: 

1. Steps (square ends) on a mast end. 

2. Notches in a Keel and or Keelson. 

3. Notches in the Floor Frames. 

4. Rabbets (given if you have an Angle Plate) 

5. Precise holes laid out along a strip of wood (both x and y positions). 

6. Precise holes and locations for Cannon Wheel Axels.  

7. Plus many other things only limited by your imagination ! 

A CNC (Computer Numerically Controlled) Mill will even extend into further capabilities. However, 

unfortunately, CNC will not be discussed here as it is a greatly involved topic that goes way beyond 

this article.  

A Mill is often going to use what is called “End Mills”. These look like Drill Bits, but they most often 

have a squared off end or a flat end. Some have a slight rounded end called a Ball End Mill. In a 

good machinist catalog, you will see that are more End Mills each having their own purpose and 

function. However, for the most part, you only need a set of six (6) End Mills to get you started. Mill-

ing wood however, I suggest a different kind of bit and that is a “Downcut End Mill”.  This particular 

bit has the flutes at the end of the bit that are slightly angled downward and the purpose is to keep 

the wood from splintering or fraying.   

And speaking of Flutes, you have Single, Double, and Quad Flutes depending on the material that 

you are cutting. Then lastly, you have your basic Drill Bits. I have to stress here that if you are go-

ing to have a machine that does precision work, then you need good precision drill bits. Precision 

here is more of longitudinal alignment, in other words, how straight is the bit? Does it have any 

slight warp to it? This is not good to work with. You really need a higher quality. There are two main 

types of bits. Jobber Bits and Screw Machine Length HSS. Now, the Screw Machine Length HSS 

(and I am not sure why they call it that), but those bits are shorter than the Jobber Bits. When you 

buy online or any store, you are more likely to be purchasing Jobber Bits. The Screw Machine 

Length HSS are a specialty item. They are short and strong and make precise holes as the bit will 

not wander. This shortening of the bit makes it considerably stronger and less prone to breakage 

and shearing, making it suitable for harder drilling.  However, I still use my Screw Machine bits on 

wood as I really like the clean hole they make.  

As an interesting fact, it is my understanding that the tip of a bit is slightly larger in diameter than 

the rest of the length of bit, or you can think of it as the bit has a taper to it. The reason is for heat 

build up along the length of the bit. But, the taper is probably in the order of thousandths.  If you 

know or have another interesting fact about this, you can always contact me. 



Some things to consider when buying your Mill.  

1. Does the company you are buying from have accessories for the Mill? 

2. Warranty and support. 

3. Is the machine proprietary design or can other accessories work with it?  

4. Table top size or larger. 

Personally, the reason for my brand purchase is that the company specializes in Lathes and Mills 

and make all their accessories—even though the machines are proprietary design, the company 

has a very large selection of accessories to accommodate the machine.  

Below are examples of some popular Mills.  

 
    

    

    

Grizzly Harbor Freight Klutch Little Machine Shop 

Micro Mark Precision Matthews Proxxon WEN 

Sherline 

You can do an internet search on these machines to read more 

about them.  I can not recommend or endorse any unit. I can 

only say that I personally have all Sherline Machinery. 



So, now, lets turn our attention to the different components that make up a Mill. The images below 

in Figure 1 and 2, happen to be my Mill, but most all of them are going to be the same layout.  

The most obvious difference in some are the Z Axis handle and its location, power control, belt or 

maybe direct drive. Some companies offer CNC kits that attach to their Mills. 

FIG. 1 

FIG. 2 

FIG. 3 

Figure 3 shows two “Screwless” Type Vises. 

The Allen Screw passes through vise which 

has a catching mechanism that tightens the 

vise the tighter you screw the Allen bolt.  

Aluminum Milling Plate attaches to X Axis table 



Here are examples of typical accessories that are necessary for a good start up if they can fit in 

your budget. Some however are actually rarely used—but depending on what kind of work you 

want to do. 

1. Rotary Table 

2. End Mills and Down-Cut End Mills for Wood. 

3. Angle Plate 

4. Aluminum Milling Plate 

5. Screwless Vise (mentioned earlier) 

6. DRO (Digital Readout for X, Y, and Z access as well as RPM) 

7. Good set of machine screw bits and jobber bits. 

8. Fly Cutter 

9. Boring Set 

10. Center Drills 

11. Jacobs Chuck or R8 (tapered attachment for Chucks) 

12. Clamping Kit 

13. Set of mini parallels  

14. Dial Calipers 

 

Of course all of these things do not have to be purchased at one time, and actually, I do not rec-

ommend that as you really do not know what you need and how it will fit your machine for an up-

coming project.  Some companies offer “Start up, or Package Accessory Kits” that will get you up 

and running to do most basic projects.  More advanced difficult projects might require more tools 

and fitments. 

Here is something that you need to remember and put into practice.  Do not get into a hurry. It ac-

tually takes longer to prepare the machine and clamping techniques rather than the actual machin-

ing that you are doing. Some setups (preps) take a long time to get right before you start to make 

that first cut.  Sometimes you have to make a special holding jig to put your rough part in. So, use 

caution and your imagination when setting up the jig, vise, clamping techniques and machine. 

Practice in your mind how the cut will work first. Also, get a piece of scrap to try your part out on 

first.  

On the next page, I will show you what some of these tools look like. Being new to Mills, I had no 

idea what a Fly Cutter, Boring set, etc. were all about.  Hobby machining does require at least a 

minimum set of tools to get started.  The last thing you want to do is to “make shift” with something 

that is not made for the job.  

On the next page, I want to show you some tools good to have. Now, you do not need all these 

shown. But, I will mention a few that is a must have to work properly and safely. 



   

   

   

   

Basic End Mill Set Center Drill Set Screwless Vise 

Mill Clamping Set Angle Plate Mini Parallel Set 

Aluminum Milling Plate Dial Test Indicator Rotary Table 

Digital Read Out (DRO) Boring Bar Set Fly Cutter Set 

Important and necessary 

Good to have  

Depends on your work 

Advanced and depends on work 



Now that you have seen the different types of Mills, the components that make up a Mill, and the 

Tools necessary or nice to have, now, it is time to move on to how to use the Mill with your Tools. 

Figure 4 

So, lets start out with some raw 

stock.  The first thing we are 

going to do is to cut a 1mm 

depth into that square stock 

that is already mounted 

In the vise. 

Figure 5 and 6 

It is very important to take 

note of the mini-parallels that 

are inserted in between the 

jaws of the vise. The reason 

they are there is so the square 

stock will have a firm area to 

rest on—even though the jaws 

will tighten down, this makes 

sure your material is square to 

the surface. 

The image below shows the 

Parallel bars supporting the 

stock. 

FIG. 4 

 FIG. 5 

FIG. 6 



Well, this concludes Part I.  Stay tuned for Part II in which I will talk and demonstrate different set-

ups and tools.  As they say, a picture is worth a thousand words, well, then a video is probably 

worth more.  So, in this article, I am going to include two short videos that demonstrate two types of 

facing on a piece of wooden stock. 

The first video #1 shows a simple facing in order to clean up the end of the stock or to square up 

the end of some stock. The second video #2 shows a simple facing off the top of stock for squaring 

or Milling a grove, etc.  

Instructions on how to view the video:  

Just hold your CTRL key down and at the same time, LEFT click your mouse and the video will 

open for each one. 

Face or Side Milling Video #1 

Top Face Milling Video #2 

 

https://youtu.be/xFmX7TdxNkM
https://youtu.be/pE6sSJF7ECc


Now that we have our stock squared and secure, we will install our End Mill.  This End Mill is mainly 

used for metals, however for just a rough cut, and for larger stock it is ok.  However, for precise 

work and clean cuts, you should buy a “Down Cut End Mill” which is discusses later.  It is called a 

Down Cut because at the end of the cutting tool the “Flutes” have a slight downward angle and this 

makes for a nice clean cut into wood without “fraying” or splintering.  In other words The Downcut 

Helix pushes burrs downward to improve top edge appearance.  

Figure 8. Before we can go any further 

to start making chips or cutting. There is 

a very important principle you should un-

derstand and that is Climb Milling vs. 

Conventional Milling. In Conventional 

Milling, the cutter rotates against the di-

rection of the feed. During Climb Milling, 

the cutter rotates with the feed. When 

viewing your Mill from the front, the Ro-

tating Tool always spins “clockwise”.  No 

particular principle is the best—it de-

pends on the situation. However, climb 

milling will produce a better finish. 

This type of cutting is being done on the 

side of stock. For Milling on a top of 

stock then this is not something to con-

cern with. 

Figure 7 shows how to install an End Mill ready to use (Sherline only) FIG. 7 

FIG. 8 


